government and its organization, infrastructure, and human managerial capital proved vastly superior to the protean and besieged Confederate resourcing system for waging modern, industrial war. But, Hess, uses transportation as an explanation thus adding to the more familiar body of knowledge on central state structure and functions, philosophical underpinnings of two governmental systems and the critical role of individual leaders from different backgrounds.
Hess like too many Civil War historians seemingly marginalizes the simple fact that the Union enjoyed sanctuary for its journey into the modernity of the industrial age; the Confederacy did not and had to await a New South (with no little help from a victorious north) for doing so. From Lincoln down the chain of command, the Union side displayed both the veracity and the resolution to pursue creative destruction not only of fighting forces but transportation infrastructure as part of the Confederacy's socio/economic fabric for what today would be termed nation-building. Hess tantalizingly broaches that thought in numerous places and one links his more formalistic topical treatment with, say, Yael A. Sternhell' 
